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Abstract. We present a multistage method for deep semantic segmen-
tation of bone structures based on a landmark-based shape regression
and subsequent local segmentation of relevant areas. Our solution covers
the entire pipeline from 2D-based pre-segmentation, a method for fast
deep 3D shape regression and subsequent patch-based 3D semantic seg-
mentation for final segmentation. Since we perform landmark regression
using a statistical shape model, our method is able to fit an arbitrary
number of landmarks without increase in model complexity. The algo-
rithm is evaluated on the OAI-ZIB dataset, for which we use the binary
masks to generate sets of corresponding landmarks and build a deep sta-
tistical shape model. By employing our proposed deep shape fitting, our
method achieves the performance of existing high-precision approaches
in terms of segmentation accuracy while at the same time drastically
reducing computational complexity and improving runtime by a large
margin.
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1 Introduction and Previous Work

In recent years, deep learning has drastically improved the performance of se-
mantic segmentation algorithms thanks to the introduction of fully convolutional
networks [7] and - especially in the biomedical field - the U-Net [10] and its many
derivatives which are still the baseline and often best performing methods for nu-
merous segmentation tasks. Given sufficient data and computational power and
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memory, even basic U-Net architectures yield excellent performance on a large
number of segmentation tasks. However, a problem currently faced by many
researchers working with volumetric radiological data is the problem that full
resolution CT or MRI volumes either do not fit into GPU memory or that the
number of manual ground truth annotations is not sufficient for training the
network. The latter problem can be addressed by obtaining more annotations
with either increased manual work or different augmentation techniques starting
with traditional augmentation or wherever possible deep augmentation methods
such as (variational) autoencoders [6] or generative adversarial networks [4]. But
even with sufficient training data, the model still needs to fit into GPU memory
which is currently a limiting factor and often addressed by splitting the input
into smaller subvolumes and segmenting these individually. This comes at the
cost of context loss. At the same time, often specific parts such as the organ
boundary require most attention while segmenting irrelevant volume sections is
not required and might increase segmentation time and potentially also lower
accuracy. In knee segmentation for osteoarthritis analysis for example, the bone
and especially cartilage areas are the most relevant parts. At the same time, the
cartilage accounts only for a fraction of the voxels in the volumes.

To focus attention of 3D segmentation networks on relevant areas, several
authors have proposed refinement approaches in which a coarse segmentation for
relevant area detection is performed first and subsequently only relevant areas
are segmented in high quality. While a well-performing method, this approach
has usually the downside of either requiring multiple networks or even a non-
deep learning method such as statistical shape fitting which drastically increases
runtime.

We address this issue by presenting a deep regression method for 3D land-
mark detection. It allows dense landmark localization that ensures anatomical
plausiblility by its underlying statistical shape model. At the same time, using
a statistical shape model within the network allows transforming the landmark
detection task to the task of parametrizing the shape model, thereby allowing
the use of a lightweight fully convolutional feature extraction architecture and
therefore very high computational efficiency.

Inspired by methods for active shape and appearance model fitting such
as [9], several other authors have addressed PCA-based landmark localization
with CNNs in medical images. In [8], a method for PCA-based deep landmark
detection in ultrasound images has been proposed. The method works on 2D
image data and applies a regression-based postprocessing to improve landmark
detection precision. In 3D, deep PCA-based landmark detection has been ana-
lyzed on prostate MRI data by [5]. The authors proposed a deep convolutional
network to predict landmark positions, however with no additional processing to
improve accuracy. Furthermore, both approaches were relying on networks with
fully connected layers, which increase the number of parameters in the networks
and thereby require more training data and time to converge. For example, the
authors of [5] used extensive data augmentation to increase the number of train-
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ing samples. In contrast, we focus on designing a lightweight architecture that
allows straightforward training using only the images and landmark data.

We have chosen knee MRI analysis as a a recent survey [2] has demonstrated
that segmenting the whole knee including femur and tibia as well as the corre-
sponding cartilage is a rather hard task. Segmenting only the cartilage is possible
with high accuracy as shown by [11]. Considering the femoral and tibial bone as
well, [1] yields the best results employing a shape model with time-consuming
optimization during inference. Since our work is methodogically similar, we aim
at achieving comparable accuracy with increased efficiency by our proposed deep
shape fitting.

We make our Python/PyTorch code for deep landmark fitting freely avail-
able to allow reproducing our results as well as development of novel landmark
detection methods.

Fig. 1. Schematic of entire algorithm consisting of initial pre-segmentation, landmark
generation, local fine segmentations and ensembling of all segmentation results. Note
that 3D mask renderings in this figure are used to demonstrate the principle of the
method; the actual algorithm for segmentation and shape fitting works entirely on the
MRI images.

Code available at https://github.com/justusschock/OAI-Knee-Segmentation

https://github.com/justusschock/OAI-Knee-Segmentation
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2 Materials and Preprocessing

Development and validation of methods were performed on the 507 segmented
knee MRI scans from the OAI-ZIB dataset as provided by[1]. Furthermore, data
used in the preparation of this article were obtained from the Osteoarthritis Ini-
tiative (OAI) database, which is available for public access at http://www.oai.ucsf.edu/.

3 Methods

Our proposed method is comprised of four stages: Inital pre-segmentation, deep
shape fitting, local segmentation and result aggregation by ensembling. Fig. 1
shows the entire process. Additionally, we describe our method for generating
corresponding landmark points for an entire dataset from existing pixel-wise
segmentations as these are required to construct the shape model.

3.1 Registration

Segmentations based on statistical shape models require a consistent set of cor-
responding landmarks for each image in the dataset to build the model. In many
medical datasets, only pixel-wise segmentations are available which need to be
transferred to a set of landmarks first. If landmarks are already provided by the
dataset, the registration step can be omitted. Otherwise it has to be applied
once as a preprocessing before training the shape model. It is, however, impor-
tant that this step is not part of the actual pipeline and does not impact the
inference speed in any way.

Similar to established 2D Methods, we generated the point clouds by gener-
ating landmarks for a reference image and registering all images to this image.
Subsequently, applying the inverse registration allowed warping the landmarks
to each individual image, ensuring implicit point correspondences. We defined
the reference image by first performing a multiscale affine registration of all
masks and selecting the image with highest bone mask overlap with all other
images. Since we create seperate tibia and femur point sets, the process was per-
formed separately for each of both bones. To account for local deformations that
are not covered by affine registration, all transformed masks were additionally
registered to the reference with a deformable three-dimensional diffeomorphic
daemons registration [12].

3.2 Point Cloud and PCA Generation

For point cloud generation, 2000 points were randomly sampled on the reference
image’s both tibia and femur mask surfaces. Using the displacement data from
the deformable registration, the corresponding points on each image were defined
by inversely transforming point coordinates from the reference to each individual
image. After obtaining consistent point clouds for all images, we build a statis-
tical shape model by first performing procrustes analysis on the landmarks and
subsequently applying PCA to the procrustes results. The entire registration
procedure is shown in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2. Landmark generation: All images from the dataset are co-registered to the ref-
erence. Subsequently, the landmarks sampled on the reference surface are warped to the
respective images by applying the inverse displacement obtained from the registration.

3.3 Shape Model Initialization

To find a suitable initial bone position for shape fitting in each image, we trained
a 2D U-net [10] on individual image slices to segment the femur and tibia bones.
For training, we found that using the distance-weighted loss presented in [3]
yields better accuracy than Dice and cross-entropy losses alone, therefore we
trained the U-Net with the sum of cross-entropy and the distance-weighted loss
which yielded best results. Subsequently, the segmentation provided by com-
bining the 2D segmentation masks into a 3D segmentation volume was used as
initial starting point for the deep shape fitting. To improve GPU memory ef-
ficiency and model precision, we cropped the volumes to contain the femur or
tibia bone only before forwarding the subvolumes to the shape fitting network.

3.4 Deep 3D Shape Fitting

For deep shape fitting, we propose a CNN architecture that performs regression
of shape model parameters. The network consists of a fully convolutional fea-
ture extraction stage and a PCA landmark generation stage in which we use the
predicted PCA parameters and predicted global transformation parameters to
generate landmark locations for all bone landmarks. Fully convolutional archi-
tectures have the advantage of allowing building a network with low memory
footprint that allows fitting large images into memory. At the same time, the
lower number of trainable parameters in comparison with networks that use fully
connected layers allows more efficient training and fast regression at runtime. In
detail, the feature extraction is performed by a set of convolutions in which down-
sampling is achieved by strided convolutional layers. The architecture details can
be found in Fig.3.
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Fig. 3. Deep 3D shape regression. The volume is processed by a set of six convolutional
layers for feature extraction and PCA parameter generation. Subsequently, the land-
mark points are computed in the PCA layer as linear combination of PCA-parametrized
shapes and a global landmark transform. The first three layers of the network consist
of seperated 5x5x5 convolutions followed by a strided convolution for downsampling
and an instance normalization layer. Layers 4 and 5 consist of 3x3x3 seperated convo-
lutions. The final layer in the extraction stage has the same number of channels as the
number of PCA parameters and global transform parameters of the shape model, its
output is directly mapped to the inputs of the shape layer.

The final convolutional layer of the network uses 1 x 1-convolutions with the
same number of parameters as the PCA components to be predicted together
with nine global transformation parameters (three parameters for translation,
rotation and scale each). The subsequent proposed PCA layer allows composing
a set of landmarks by using the PCA mean, adding a linear combination of its
components and subsequently applying the global transformation. Upon network
initialization, we load the PCA computed in Sec. 3.2 and select the number of
PCA parameters to predict. The output of the network is a list of landmark
coordinates in 3D space. This allows efficient network training by using any loss
suitable for landmark distance computation such as MSE loss or L1/L2 distance
losses. For this work, we used the MSE loss between predicted and ground truth
landmark coordinates for training.

3.5 3D Semantic Segmentation and final result computation

After obtaining the 3d landmark positions, we perform a fine segmentation of the
cartilage using a local 3D U-Net. A total of 100 3D subvolumes for femur and 30
for tibia are sampled centered at landmark positions in the cartilage regions of
the bones (the femur cartilage is much larger, hence the larger number of points)
and subsequently merged together to a segmentation of the whole bone structure.
The landmarks are selected using distance-based non maximum suppression to
ensure equidistant spacing. Finally, result ensembling is performed by adding the
class probabilities computed by the 2D and 3D segmentations and subsequently
computing the arg max for each voxel, yielding its final class label.
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4 Experiments and results

All experiments were performed on the dataset described in 2. Of the 507 im-
ages, one had to be discarded due to a broken segmentation file and one was
discarded as the deformable registration did not converge. From this data, we
defined the registration reference as described in 3.1. To include only images
with automatically generated landmarks, the reference image was also discarded
from the evaluation. The remaining 504 images were split into a ten-fold cross
validation, of which we used eight folds for training, one fold for validation and
the remaining fold for testing.

4.1 2D U-Net

We compared our accuracy to the methods presented in [2]. The Dice coefficients
of the 2D U-Net (See Tab. 1) were already outperforming all methods published
on OAI data except [1], see Tab. 1 for details. This shows that for tasks that do
not require maximal precision a plain U-Net approach may be sufficient.

4.2 3D Shape Fitting

To assess the landmark detection performance, we trained both individual net-
works for femur and tibia as well as a variant with two parallel PCA layers to
predict both structures simultaneusly. The individual networks received subvol-
umes defined by the 2D segmentation results while the combined network was
using the original, full MRI scan. In both cases, the input was resampled to a
squared size of 88 x 88 x 88 voxels. An analysis of network performance showed
that the achieved distances within the subvolumes were similar for both single-
and multi-shape fitting and that the lower multi-shape precision was due to the
larger rescaling factor required to resample the shape to the full volume size
instead of the size of the individual bone bounding boxes. Since the runtime of
a single shape fitting within the whole process is neglectable (the entire shape
fitting takes 0.1 seconds on a Geforce 2080 Ti), we used individual femur and
tibia networks to maximize shape fitting precision.

4.3 3D-Unet refinement

We analyzed the performance of the locally refining 3D U-Nets especially with
regard to the number of required volumes. In [1], all landmarks were used as
centres for local 3D segmentation. In contrast to this, we focused on cartilage
segmentation as this is the most relevant image area and the 2D U-Net already
delivered competitive results for bone segmentation. To this end, 100 points for
femur cartilage and 30 points for tibia cartilage segmentation were equidistantly
selected in the cartilage regions of both bones. Segmentation results are given in
Tab. 1. Quantitative tests with larger numbers of points yielded no improvement,
therefore we used the given numbers to maximize computing efficiency.
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4.4 Final results

The results of our algorithm are displayed in Tab. 1. We were able to achieve and
in the case of tibia cartilage even slightly improve the results given in [1]. Thanks
to deep shape fitting, our method allows processing of the whole MRI volume
on the GPU without any need for CPU computations, making it extremly time-
efficient. With a combined overall runtime of all steps of our method of 8 seconds
on a Geforce RTX 2080 Ti, we are able to clearly outperform the runtime of the
current reference method (9 min 32 sec on a Geforce 980 Ti [1]) with no loss in
precision.

Method Femur Tibia Femur Cartilage Tibia Cartilage

2D U-Net 98.5 98.5 89.0 84.9

Ours 98.5 98.5 89.9 85.9

Ambellan et al.[1] 98.6 98.5 89.9 85.6

Table 1. Dice similarity coefficients for our method, the 2D U-Net and the currently
best performing method on this dataset.

5 Discussion

We were able to demonstrate that our method achieves at least the same ac-
curacy as the current reference at a substantial improvement in computation
time. Furthermore, we were able to demonstrate that with a high bone preci-
sion, already the 2D U-net trained with a distance-based loss delivers a high
segmentation accuracy with low computational and algorithmic requirements.
Its high precision coupled with the high processing speed of our method enables
using it for fast automated assessment of clinical scans as well as high-thoughput
analysis of MRI databases. The method has been demonstrated on the OAI knee
MRI database, however it can be applied to any 3D segmentation of structures
that can be well described by a 3D shape model, allowing widespread use for
muscosceletal and organ segmentation tasks.

6 Conclusion

We presented an algorithm for time- and memory-efficient 3D segmentation
based on refining 2D segmentations with local 3D segmentations which are po-
sitioned in relevant areas of the volume using a deep shape model. Our method
works entirely on the GPU and eliminates the need for explicit iterative shape
fitting that is currently used in similar approaches. Results show that we achieve
state-of-the-art precision while at the same time reducing the computation time
from several minutes to a few seconds.
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